Press Release
Wrede Consulting Celebrates 20th Anniversary at the Monaco Yacht
Show
Anniversary offer and stand party at the world's premier yacht fair

Hamburg, 30th August 2019
WREDE Consulting GmbH is turning 20. At the Monaco Yacht Show the success of
the past years will be celebrated with a party at the “German Yachts” stand on
the first day of the exhibition. The coating experts will also be offering a Quick
Status Survey on the days of the exhibition.
One of the major events in the superyacht industry is approaching and Hamburg-based
yacht coating consultancy Wrede Consulting will be offering a Quick Status Survey to mark
its 20th anniversary: “From Wednesday to Friday, yacht owners have the opportunity to
have a 30-minute free top-to-bottom inspection of their yachts carried out by our refit
experts to assess their condition and upcoming refit measures,” says Kay-Johannes Wrede,
founder and CEO of Wrede Consulting. Further information and the registration form are
available by sending an e-mail to info@wrede-consulting.com.
The Hamburg-based consultancy for mega and superyachts was founded in 1999 and has
since established itself as the place to go for all issues relating to the coating of yachts and
much more. Specialists from WREDE Consulting have been involved in most of the 200
largest yachts worldwide. “We can look back on two exciting decades in which Wrede
Consulting has grown from a one-man consultancy into one of the leading providers with
colleagues in Hamburg, Bremen, Barcelona, Rotterdam, La Ciotat and Palma de Mallorca.
I'm very happy about that,” says Wrede. The experts provide support and advice to
shipyards and yacht owners from new builds to refits and carry out assessments, contract
consulting, construction supervision and inspections.
Kay-Johannes Wrede looks positively into the future: “With our other companies such as
the material science and assessment experts at WRETEC and the recently launched Paint
& Maintenance Academy for crews, officers, painters and senior management, we have
further expanded our portfolio in yacht coating expertise and created the opportunity to
pass it on to others. We cordially invite everyone to join us in raising our glasses and
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drinking a toast at the Monaco Yacht Show on 25 th September at the Deutsche Yachten
stand (number AL6) starting at 7 p.m.”

About WREDE Consulting
WREDE Consulting GmbH, with headquarters in Hamburg and locations in Bremen,
Barcelona, La Ciotat, Rotterdam and Palma de Mallorca, provides independent consulting
for coatings from new builds to refits with specialisation in mega- and superyachts.
Founded in 1999, the company owes its success to the many years of experience of its
independent paint consultants and surveyors, as well as to state-of-the-art, innovative
technology.
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